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A Factory of One CRC Press
In this groundbreaking sequel to The Gold
Mine, authors Michael and Freddy Ballé
present a compelling story that teaches
readers the most important lean lesson of
all: how to transform themselves and their
workers through the discipline of learning
the lean system. The Lean Manager: A
Novel of Lean Transformation reveals how
individuals can go beyond the short-term
gains from tools, and realize a deeper,
sustainable path of improvement. Full of
human moments that capture the
excitement and drama of lean
implementation, as well as clear
explanations of how tools and systems go
hand-in-hand, this book will teach and
inspire every person working to make lean
a reality in their organization today. This

book will help you learn both the how of
doing lean, as well as the why behind the
tools, enabling you to become lean. Lean is
the most important business model for
competitive success today. Yet companies
still struggle to sustain enduring and deep-
rooted business success from their lean
implementation efforts. The most important
problem for these companies is becoming
lean: how can they advance beyond
realizing isolated gains from deploying lean
tools, to fundamentally changing how they
operate, think, and learn? In other words,
how can companies learn to go beyond
lean turnaround to achieve lean
transformation? The Lean Manager: A
Novel of Lean Transformation, by lean
experts Michael and Freddy Ballé,
addresses this critical problem. As we
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move from what Jim Womack, author, lean
management authority, and LEI founder,
calls “the era of lean tools to the era of lean
management,” The Lean Manager gives
companies a definitive guide for sustaining
their ability to learn and improve operations
and financial performance, while continually
developing people. “The only way to
become and stay lean is to produce lean
managers,” says Womack. “Every isolated
effort will recede—or fail—unless companies
learn to use the lean process as a way of
developing individual problem-solvers with
the ownership, initiative, and know-how to
solve problems, learn, and ultimately coach
new individuals in this discipline. That’s
why this book matters so much.” The Lean
Manager, the sequel to the Ballé’s
international bestselling business novel The

Gold Mine, tells the compelling story of plant
manager Andrew Ward as he goes through
the challenging but rewarding journey to
becoming a lean manager. Under the
guidance of Phil Jenkinson (whose own
lean journey was at the core of The Gold
Mine), Ward learns to use a deep
understanding of lean tools, as well as a
technical know-how of his plant’s
operations, to foster a lean attitude that
sustains continuous improvement. Where
The Gold Mine shows you how to introduce
a complete lean system, The Lean
Manager demonstrates how to sustain it.
Ward moves beyond fluency with tools to
changing his behavior as a manager and
leader. He shifts from giving orders and
answers to asking the right questions so
people identify and address problems. He
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learns how to use tools to unleash the
creativity and motivation of people, so they
learn how to solve problems as well as
coach and teach others to solve problems.
Ward learns how to create lean managers.
“I am excited and have hopes that this
book will enlighten readers about what it
really means to live a business
transformation that puts customers first and
does this through developing people,” said
Jeffrey Liker, author of The Toyota Way
and professor of Industrial and Operations
Engineering at the University of Michigan.
“People who do the work have to improve
the work. There are tools, but they are not
tools for ‘improving the process.’ They are
tools for making problems visible and for
helping people think about how to solve
those problems.”

Inside Stories of U.S. Manufacturers Lean
Enterprise Institute
What is Lean? Pure and simple, lean is reducing
the time from customer order to manufacturing by
eliminating non-value-added waste in the
production stream. The ideal of a lean system is
one-piece flow, because a lean manufacturer is
continuously improving. Most other books on lean
management focus on technical methods and offer
a picture of how a lean system should look like.
Other books provide snapshots of companies before
and after lean was implemented. This is the first
book to provide technical descriptions of successful
solutions and performance improvements. It's also
the first book to go beyond snapshots and includes
powerful first-hand accounts of the complete
process of change; its impact on the entire
organization; and the rewards and benefits of
becoming lean. At the heart of Becoming Lean are
the stories of American manufacturers that have
successfully implemented lean methods. The
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writers offer personalized accounts of their
organization's lean transformation. You have a
unique opportunity to go inside the implementation
process and see what worked, what didn't, and why.
Build Lean Simon and Schuster
As consumers, we have a
greater selection of higher
quality goods & services to
choose from, yet our
experience of obtaining &
using these items is more
frustrating than ever. At the
same time, companies find
themselves with declining
customer loyalty & greater
challenges in fulfilling
orders. This text offers
solutions to these problems.

The Routledge Companion to Lean
Management Simon and Schuster
The present economic and social
environment has given rise to new situations
within which companies must operate. As a
first example, the globalization of the
economy and the need for performance has
led companies to outsource and then to
operate inside networks of enterprises such as
supply chains or virtual enterprises. A second
instance is related to environmental issues.
The statement about the impact of ind- trial
activities on the environment has led
companies to revise processes, to save - ergy,
to optimize transportation.... A last example
relates to knowledge. Knowledge is
considered today to be one of the main assets
of a company. How to capitalize, to manage,
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to reuse it for the benefit of the company is an
important current issue. The three examples
above have no direct links. However, each of
them constitutes a challenge that companies
have to face today. This book brings together
the opinions of several leading researchers
from all around the world. Together they try
to develop new approaches and find answers
to those challenges. Through the individual
ch- ters of this book, the authors present their
understanding of the different challenges, the
concepts on which they are working, the
approaches they are developing and the tools
they propose. The book is composed of six
parts; each one focuses on a specific theme
and is subdivided into subtopics.
Management Begins at the
Workplace John Wiley & Sons

Lean Thinking was launched in the
fall of 1996, just in time for the
recession of 1997. It told the story
of how American, European, and
Japanese firms applied a simple set
of principles called 'lean thinking' to
survive the recession of 1991 and
grow steadily in sales and profits
through 1996. Even though the
recession of 1997 never happened,
companies were starving for
information on how to make
themselves leaner and more
efficient. Now we are dealing with
the recession of 2001 and the
financial meltdown of 2002. So what
happened to the exemplar firms
profiled in Lean Thinking? In the
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new fully revised edition of this
bestselling book those pioneering
lean thinkers are brought up to date.
Authors James Womack and Daniel
Jones offer new guidelines for lean
thinking firms and bring their
groundbreaking practices to a brand
new generation of companies that
are looking to stay one step ahead
of the competition.
Eight Steps to Planning, Mapping, &
Sustaining Lean Improvements in
Administrative Areas Lean Enterprise
Institute
Winner of a Shingo Research and
Professional Publication Award Lean
Production Simplified, Second Edition
is a plain language guide to the lean

production system written for the
practitioner by a practitioner. It
delivers a comprehensive insider's
view of lean manufacturing. The author
helps the reader to grasp the system
as a whole and the factors that animate
it by organizing the book around an
image of a house of lean production.
Highlights include: A comprehensive
view of Toyota1s lean manufacturing
system A look at the origins and
underlying principles of lean
Identifying the goals of lean production
Practical problem solving for lean
production Activities that support
involvement - Kaizen circles,
suggestion systems, and problem
solving This second edition has been
updated with expanded information on
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the Lean Improvement Process;
Production Physics and Little's Law -
the fundamental equation for both
manufacturing and service industries
(cycle time = work in
process/throughput); Value Stream
Thinking - combining processes
required to bring the product or
service to the customer; Hoshin
Planning -- using the Planning and
Execution Tree diagram and Problem
Solving -- including the "Five Why"
method and how to use it. Lean
Production Simplified, Second Edition
covers each of the components of lean
within the context of the entire lean
production system. The author's
straightforward common sense
approach makes this book an easily

accessible on-the-floor resource for
every operator.
Today and Tomorrow McGraw Hill
Professional
THE C-LEVEL GUIDE TO
SUCCEEDING WITH LEAN "With 30
years of accumulated experience, Art
Byrne is one of the rare few people
who can speak with authority about
the pitfalls of fi nancial measurement
systems, the importance of respect for
people, the power of Lean in the
marketplace, and the leverage from
organizing people around value
streams. When he writes 'Go to the
Gemba and Run Your Kaizen,' we must
take heed." -- MASAAKI IMAI,
bestselling author of Kaizen and
Gemba Kaizen "In this wonderful and
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important book, Byrne shows us that
Lean management, understood and
practiced correctly, consistently
delivers spectacular results." -- BOB
EMILIANI, author, Better Thinking,
Better Results, and Professor,
Connecticut State University "A
compelling picture of how Lean
techniques and attitudes enable CEOs
and senior executives to create a
culture for transforming a company and
putting it on a highperformance path."
-- JERRY J. JASINOWSKI, former
President of the National Association
of Manufacturers "Art Byrne provides
real-world examples of how he
exhibited the wisdom and courage to
do the right thing, improving work
practices at all levels of the

organization to deliver the right results
for all stakeholders. Which comes first,
the wisdom or the courage? Read The
Lean Turnaround to find out." -- JOHN
SHOOK, Chairman and CEO, Lean
Enterprise Institute "Lean is the
closest thing to magic I have
experienced in my 40 years in
business. I recommend Lean and this
book to everyone responsible for the
performance of a business, particularly
those in private equity like me, where
leverage magnifies the importance of
cash." -- JOHN CHILDS, founder and
CEO, of J. W. Childs Associates L.P. "A
must-read for any leader interested in
understanding the strategic advantages
from focusing on activities that add
value to the customer experience." --
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GARY S. KAPLAN, MD, Chairman and
CEO of the Virginia Mason Health
System Lean isn't just for
manufacturing anymore . . . Few
business leaders in the world have
applied Lean strategy as successfully
as Art Byrne has--and none has the
ability to explain how to do it with such
succinctness and clarity. Famous for
turning around the wire management
company Wiremold, where he
rethought every aspect of operations
from the customer's standpoint--and
got everyone else in the company to do
likewise--Byrne has successfully
implemented Lean strategies in more
than 30 companies in 14 different
countries. In The Lean Turnaround,
this legendary business leader shares

everything he has learned during his
remarkable career and shows how
anyone can achieve similar results. His
primary message is this: Lean strategy
isn't just for manufacturing. In fact,
Byrne is using this very approach in
his present position at a private equity
firm. Whatever type of company you
run, Lean can be used to improve
virtually every aspect of operations,
from training and leading employees to
accounting and payroll issues. The
Lean Turnaround explains all the ins
and outs of applying Lean strategy to:
Eliminate waste in every value-added
operation Deliver consistent value to
customers Stimulate growth and add
jobs Increase wealth for all your
stakeholders Build a company culture
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of continuous improvement (kaizen)
Instead of attempting to get customers
to conform to your way of doing
things--which is, sadly, what most
managers are taught to do--you need
to configure your company to be
responsive to the customers. This is at
the core of Byrne's method--and it
always works.
Eliminate Waste, Save Time, Cut Costs -
Creating a More Productive, Profitable
and Higher Quality Farm CRC Press
Winner of a 2012 Shingo Research and
Professional Publication
AwardDemystifying the application of
Lean methods, Lean Office and Service
Simplified: The Definitive How-To Guide
goes beyond the basic tools to detail the
key concepts of Lean as they apply to
office and service environments. It begins

by discussing value stream management,
followed by

Project Retrospectives Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
The bestselling guide to Toyota’s
legendary philosophy and production
system—updated with important new
frameworks for driving innovation and
quality in your business One of the
most impactful business guides
published in the 21st Century, The
Toyota Way played an outsized role in
launching the continuous-improvement
movement that continues unabated
today. Multiple Shingo Award-winning
management and operations expert
Jeffrey K. Liker provides a deep dive
into Toyota’s world-changing
processes, showing how you can learn
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from it to develop your own
improvement program that fits your
conditions. Thanks in large part to this
book, managers across the globe are
creating workforces and systems that
produce the highest-quality products
and services, establish and retain
customer loyalty, and drive business
profitability and sustainability. Now,
Liker has thoroughly updated his
classic guide to include: Completely
revised data and updated information
about Toyota’s approach to
competitiveness in the new world of
mobility and smart technology
Illustrative examples from
manufacturing and service
organizations that have learned and
improved from the Toyota Way A fresh

approach to leadership models The
brain science and skills for learning to
think scientifically How Toyota applies
Hoshin Kanri, a planning process that
aligns objectives at all levels and
marries them to business strategy
Organized into thematic sections
covering the various aspects of the
Toyota Way—including Philosophy,
Processes, People, and Problem
Solving—this unparalleled guide details
the 14 key principles for building the
foundation of a powerful improvement
system and managing it for ultimate
competitive advantage. With The
Toyota Way, you have an inspiration
and a model of how to set a direction,
continuously improve and learn at all
levels, continually "flow" value to
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satisfy customers, improve your
leadership, and get quality right the
first time.
Fundamentals for Your Lean Journey
Simon and Schuster
Toyota's world-renowned success
proves that just-in-time (JIT) makes
other manufacturing practices
obsolete. This simple but powerful
book is based on the seminars given
by Taiichi Ohno and other senior
production staff to introduce Toyota's
own supplier companies to JIT. It
teaches the philosophy and
implementation of what many call the
most efficient production system in the
world. Provides a clear structure for
an introductory JIT training program.
Explains every aspect of the JIT

system, including how to set it up and
how to refine it once it's in place.
Shows how to use a simple visual
system to control the production
process. Every day more American
companies are learning that JIT works
outside Japan. Now you can get started
with this step-by-step book which
guides you through the implementation
process. Every engineer, manager,
supervisor, and worker should read
this book to get the clearest, simplest,
and most complete introduction to JIT
available in English. Results at
American companies after reading this
book: Lead-time on one product was
reduced from 12 weeks to 4 days.
Setup time on a large blanking press
was reduced from eight hours to one
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minute and four seconds. Work-in-
process has been reduced 50 percent
plant-wide. Factory floor space was
opened up 30 to 40 percent in every on
of their plants.
Kaizen Express CRC Press
"Command and Control is failing us. There
is a better way to design and manage
work - a better way to make work work -
but it remains unknown to the vast
majority of managers." An adherent of the
Toyota Production System, John Seddon
explains how traditional top-down
decision making within service
organizations leads to managers who are
detached from employees and remote
from operations. He demonstrates that
decision-making based on purpose-related
measures (such as putting customers first
and improving services) can help

managers reconnect with operations, see
waste, and exploit opportunities for
improvement. Through extensive case
material, he differentiates between
command and control and systems
thinking and illustrates how the latter
leads to improved service, revenues, and
staff morale. He also posits that the
service industry is fundamentally different
from manufacturing, and shows how
Toyota production principles must be
transformed for application in service
organizations.
The Definitive How-To Guide Lean
ThinkingBanish Waste And Create Wealth
In Your Corporation
A revised edition offers insight into how
to implement an efficiency system and
cost-cutting strategies that are based on
what customers really want, outlining a
process of creating value, explaining how
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to identify and remove unnecessary steps,
and making suggestions on how to reduce
lead time. 40,000 first printing.
Lean Thinking Taylor & Francis
Since the invention of double-entry
bookkeeping, managers have judged a
company's worth by sales and profits.
Now, Richard J. Schonberger, the
architect of the worldwide Just-In-Time
revolution, reaches beyond "financials" to
redefine excellence -- and reveals, with
new benchmark data, how pioneers
become dynasties. Schonberger's
pathbreaking new research reveals that,
from 1950 to 1995, while "financials"
dipped and soared repeatedly, industrial
decline and ascendancy correlated
perfectly with inventory turnover -- one
of two key nonfinancial indicators and a
bedrock measure, along with customer
satisfaction, of a company's power,

strength, and value. In this immensely
readable book, he captures these new
metrics -- the true predictions of future
success -- in 16 customer-focused
principles created from self-scored
reports supplied by over 100 pioneering
manufacturers in nine countries. Armed
with new world-class benchmark data,
Schonberger redefines excellence in
terms of competence, capability, and
customer-focused, employee-driven, data-
based performance. For front-tine
associates to senior executives,
Schonberger has written manufacturing's
action agenda for the next decade. This
book will be indispensable reading for
manufacturing and general managers in all
industries, as well as for pension fund
managers, institutional investors, stock
analysts, and stockbrokers.

Advances in Production
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Management Systems: New
Challenges, New Approaches
Currency
Apply lean principles to your next
architectural project and improve
your bottom line with the help of
this practical volume Lean
Architecture: Excellence in Project
Delivery shows readers a path to
consistently achieve excellence in
project delivery via the application
of lean concepts and process
management. Authors Michael Czap
and Gregory Buchanan challenge
readers to reexamine their
approach to architectural practice
and projects by presenting a unique
and compelling alternative. Lean

Architecture details the crucial
metrics and implementation
strategies that combine to improve
the efficiency and profitability of
projects taken on by firms of all
sizes. Readers of the book will learn
to: Maximize the use of their
resources to deliver superior results
in less time Minimize waste, cost,
and inefficiency in their firm’s
operations Move between radically
different project scales while
retaining efficient and effective
processes Lean Architecture is
perfect for firm leaders, project
managers, and project architects
who seek to improve their ability to
deliver better results while reducing
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their cost base.
Japanese Manufacturing Techniques
McGraw Hill Professional
The book is about applying Lean
manufacturing principles to
industrial maintenance in order to
improve the efficiency and be able
to do more with the same (or less)
resources. By industrial
maintenance we mean the
maintenance that takes place in
factories and industrial facilities.
The book is the result of multiple
improvement projects carried out
by the authors in various industrial
settings and sectors in the past 10
years.The approach works and can
be applied in any industry. It yields

results without investment. The
book is a step-by-step guide that
takes the reader through the
maintenance process, from
equipment failure to finished repair.
In each step of the process, the
typical inefficiencies are explained
and tools are given to improve the
process. The book is meant to be
used as a guide in an improvement
journey. The improvement approach
presented in the book is very close
to the shop floor and instructs the
reader to engage with all team
members in the maintenance
department in every step of the
process, in order to make the
improvements sustainable. If one
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looks at the main market indexes,
between one third and one half of
companies on those indexes belong
to the industrial sector: automotive,
power generation, basic materials,
chemicals, consumer goods, et
cetera. Those companies spend on
average 2 – 5% of plant replacement
value per year on maintenance.
About one third of this cost is
maintenance labor. The maintenance
work that gets done every day in
factories around the world is
typically inefficient, from a Lean
perspective: time is wasted,
different tasks are not properly
coordinated, job durations are
overestimated and job plans, when

they exist, are thus "inflated" to
cover up the inefficiency. All this
happens because maintenance tends
to be the "forgotten" area of
efficiency in industrial companies,
as much of the improvements are
carried out on the (literally)
productive areas of the factories.
When companies set out to
"improve" maintenance, they
typically do it through budget cuts
that can risk the reliability of the
equipment. The authors believe
there is a better way to do more
with the same resources through a
careful review of the current way of
working and the introduction of
Lean. With this book , the authors
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try to bring to maintenance
managers and practitioners the tools
they need to quickly improve
efficiency (in a matter of weeks)
without any investment.
International IFIP WG 5.7 Conference,
APMS 2009, Bordeaux, France,
September 21-23, 2009, Revised
Selected Papers Springer Science &
Business Media
A groundbreaking and revolutionary
book that will transform how lean is
understood, practiced, and used within
organizations A lean strategy is about
gaining a competitive edge by offering
better quality products at competitive
prices and making a sustainable profit
by eliminating waste through engaging
employees in discovering deeper ways

to think about their own jobs and
smarter ways of working together. In
its current form, lean has been
radically effective, but its true powers
have yet to be harnessed. Lean
Strategy harnesses that power and
delivers a new way of creating value
from lean. Leading lean experts
address popular misconceptions about
the basics of lean/TPS, showing the
true purpose of tools, methods, and
attitudes that leverage the intelligence
of every employee doing the work.
You’ll learn how to think—and then
act—differently, tapping the power of
every person in your organization in a
disciplined manner that generates
unparalleled, sustainable success that
is responsive to today’s most pressing
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challenges

Excellence in Project Delivery CRC
Press
Learn how Lean IT can help
companies deliver better
customerservice and value Lean
Enterprise Systems effectively
demonstrates how the
techniquesderived from Lean
Manufacturing, combined with the
thoughtfulapplication of information
technology, can help all
enterprisesimprove business
performance and add significant
value for theircustomers. The
author also demonstrates how the
basic concepts ofLean
Manufacturing can be applied to

create agile and responsiveLean IT.
The book is divided into three parts
that collectively explore howpeople,
processes, and technology combine
forces to facilitatecontinuous
improvement: * Part One: Building
Blocks of the Lean Enterprise sets
forth theessentials of Lean. Readers
discover where, when, and how
Lean ITadds substantial value to the
Lean Enterprise through
integratedprocesses of planning,
scheduling, execution, control, and
decisionmaking across the full
spectrum of operations. * Part Two:
Building Blocks of Information
Systems explores theprimary
components of an enterprise
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information system and howthese
components may be integrated to
improve the flow ofinformation
supporting value streams. Readers
learn how informationsystems help
organize and deliver knowledge
when and where it'sneeded. * Part
Three: Managing Change with IT
demonstrates how the
skillfulcombination of process and
information technology
improvementsempowers people to
continuously improve the Lean
Enterprise.Readers develop the
skills to exploit emerging
informationtechnology tools and
change management methods,
crafting a Lean ITframework-

reducing waste, complexity, and lead
time-while addingmeasurable value.
Executives, managers, and
improvement teams across a broad
range ofindustries, as well as IT
professionals, can apply the
techniquesdescribed in this
publication to improve performance,
add value,and create competitive
advantage. The book's clear style
andpractical focus also makes it an
excellent textbook for upper-
levelundergraduate and graduate
courses in business,
operationsmanagement, and
business information systems.
The Machine That Changed the
World CRC Press
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Most business readers have heard of
the Lean principles developed for
factories a set of tools and ideas
that have enabled companies to
dramatically boost quality by
reducing waste and errors producing
more while using less. Yet until now,
few have recognized how relevant
these powerful ideas are to
individuals and their daily work.
Every person at
Lean Production Simplified, Second
Edition McGraw Hill Professional
"Toyota Kata gets to the essence of how
Toyota manages continuous improvement
and human ingenuity, through its
improvement kata and coaching kata. Mike
Rother explains why typical companies
fail to understand the core of lean and

make limited progress—and what it takes to
make it a real part of your culture."
—Jeffrey K. Liker, bestselling author of
The Toyota Way "[Toyota Kata is] one of
the stepping stones that will usher in a
new era of management thinking." —The
Systems Thinker "How any organization in
any industry can progress from old-
fashioned management by results to a
strikingly different and better way."
—James P. Womack, Chairman and
Founder, Lean Enterprise Institute
"Practicing the improvement kata is
perhaps the best way we've found so far
for actualizing PDCA in an organization."
—John Shook, Chairman and CEO, Lean
Enterprise Institute This game-changing
book puts you behind the curtain at
Toyota, providing new insight into the
legendary automaker's management
practices and offering practical guidance
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for leading and developing people in a way
that makes the best use of their
brainpower. Drawing on six years of
research into Toyota's employee-
management routines, Toyota Kata
examines and elucidates, for the first time,
the company's organizational
routines--called kata--that power its
success with continuous improvement and
adaptation. The book also reaches beyond
Toyota to explain issues of human
behavior in organizations and provide
specific answers to questions such as:
How can we make improvement and
adaptation part of everyday work
throughout the organization? How can we
develop and utilize the capability of
everyone in the organization to repeatedly
work toward and achieve new levels of
performance? How can we give an
organization the power to handle dynamic,

unpredictable situations and keep
satisfying customers? Mike Rother
explains how to improve our prevailing
management approach through the use of
two kata: Improvement Kata--a repeating
routine of establishing challenging target
conditions, working step-by-step through
obstacles, and always learning from the
problems we encounter; and Coaching
Kata: a pattern of teaching the
improvement kata to employees at every
level to ensure it motivates their ways of
thinking and acting. With clear detail, an
abundance of practical examples, and a
cohesive explanation from start to finish,
Toyota Kata gives executives and
managers at any level actionable routines
of thought and behavior that produce
superior results and sustained competitive
advantage.

Applying Lean Principles to Banish
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Waste and Improve Your Personal
Performance Simon and Schuster
Lean ThinkingBanish Waste And
Create Wealth In Your
CorporationSimon and Schuster
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